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Ye Chen clenched his fist and felt that after the ranking rose, he was blessed with great luck, and a circle 

of immortal light burst out. He just used the water stop sword and still looked very weak. But now, after 

the ranking rose, he got an invisible blessing, and all weakness dissipated. 

 

His state, instantly recovered to the peak! 

 

"There is such a great blessing. If I can win the first place, wouldn't it be against the sky?" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. The blessing gain of being promoted to the second place was beyond his 

imagination. 

 

He used the sword of water stop, which consumed a lot. He thought he needed to rest for a long time. 

Unexpectedly, he directly recovered after his ranking was improved. 

 

If we can compete for the first place in the list, I'm afraid the promotion will be greater. 

 

"Boy, let's go." 

 

Ren Feifan waved his hand and left directly with Ye Chen under the gaze of the whole audience. 

 

From beginning to end, the ancestor of Tianxi ancient family, Tianxi ancient emperor, did not appear. 

 

Ye Chen and Ren Feifan completely left Tianxi ancient family. 

 

They left Tianxi Island, broke through the void and marched in the direction of Luosheng island. 



 

Ye Chen took the lead and said with a smile, "elder Ren, if you don't do it this time, I'm afraid I'll be 

planted on Tianxi island." 

 

Ren Feifan smiled. He was carrying a long sword and his bearing was Ling ran. 

 

"Boy, you are the Lord of reincarnation. The Lord of reincarnation has great luck and won't break the 

halberd easily." 

 

"Elder Ren, don't make fun of me. No matter how lucky you are, you have to be destroyed by my 

impulsive character." Ye Chen smiled bitterly. 

 

Ren Feifan didn't answer, but gave him a meaningful look. 

 

With Ren's extraordinary ability, they can span thousands of miles between a few interest rates and 

soon return to Luosheng island. 

 

But as they passed through a torrent of emptiness, Ren extraordinary walked leisurely. Suddenly, their 

momentum changed, and their eyes suddenly burst out. 

 

He took Ye Chen and quickly retreated thousands of miles. In the blink of an eye, he reached the sky 

over the endless sea. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and could see a touch of extremely deep darkness from the rapidly shrinking black 

hole. 

 

When the black hole was about to be completely closed, several white bone lotus flowers with evil spirit 

quietly bloomed and soon spread all over the whole sky. 

 

A figure stepped out on the white bone lotus. He was as tall as a devil, but his face was unusually 

handsome. 

 



Ye Chen's pupil shrinks fiercely. 

 

It's the devil's father Wutian. 

 

Ren Feifan seemed very calm, as if he had already known that the demon ancestor would come. 

 

In Wutian's hand, the devil ancestor slowly condensed a palm sized white bone lotus, which was half 

chaotic and half clear, reflecting his face into reality and reality. 

 

"Ren's destiny, you are now in a critical period of breakthrough. Are you not afraid to affect the 

breakthrough when you expose your position?" 

 

The devil Zu was speaking to Ren extraordinary, but ye Chen felt that his eyes always fell on him 

intentionally or unintentionally, which contained a variety of complex emotions such as anger, killing 

intention, regret and so on. 

 

Ren Feifan said calmly, "my business won't bother you." 

 

"Ha ha." Wutian sneered: "no matter what your attitude is today, I will kill the Lord of reincarnation. He 

joined our old League to inquire about intelligence, assist foreign enemies, and took away the fragments 

I want. His heart can be punished! " 

 

Suddenly, thousands of visions broke out behind him, and thousands of heavy demonic Qi spread into 

the void, with great terror. 

 

"Jiuyou magic method: the beast of the nether world." 

 

That pressure seemed to pass the spirit, turned into an ancient fierce beast, rushed into the sky, jumped 

at them, and the sky was pierced in an instant. 

 

The fierce beast's eyes are like copper bells, and he steps on the void. With each step, the sky, the earth, 

the sun and the moon change color, and the universe seems to collapse. 



 

Ren extraordinary stood still. With a gentle wave of his sleeve, he tore a huge hole in the depths of 

chaotic time and space, and the dark blue giant whale roared out with the waves. 

 

"Tianjun magic weapon: giant whale divine tree." 

 

The magic weapon used by Ren extraordinary is powerful enough to change the stars and everything. 

 

The ancient fierce beast collided with the deep space giant whale, and the extreme fighting aura 

destroyed the sky and the earth. The evaporated sea bottom in a radius of tens of thousands of miles 

collapsed like a volcanic eruption. 

 

Countless mountains, rivers and trees turn into ashes, and space is crushed into patterns, like heaven's 

punishment. 

 

On the Tianxi Island below, many people of the ancient Tianxi family bent down and prostrated on the 

ground under the pressure of endless weather. 

 

Only the supreme elders of a few ancient ethnic groups can barely raise their heads and observe the 

peak duel between heaven and earth. 

 

Fortunately, the location of the battle is still a certain space away from Tianxi island. Otherwise, the 

aftermath of the battle alone will be enough to completely raze Tianxi island to the ground. 

 

Ye Chen retreated a lot. Facing the crushing of the boundless aura of the demon ancestor, he opened 

the wish Tianxing without thinking about it. 

 

However, the barrier composed of wish stars can not completely block the impact of shock. 

 

His spirit and body were affected. 

 

"Is this Ren extraordinary and boundless strength... It's terrible..." 



 

Ye Chen murmured. 

 

When he escaped from the Forbidden City on earth, he once faced the separation of devil Zu Wutian. At 

that time, he felt very hard. 

 

Now, the devil Zu wudian followed Ren extraordinary's breath and came. In the face of the top three 

strong players in the world, ye Chen soon had a new definition. 

 

Now I'm afraid I can't even hold each other's palm! 

 

The gap is too big! 

 

It's not too much to describe the two heavyweights who have no temptation and go to war directly. 
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The light of the red moon cut by bloody Tu Tian collided fiercely with the dark magic gas of the magic 

compass building, countless practical laws were crushed, and the demonized ancient Holy Buddha came 

to the world like a God, which was invincible. 

 

The magic ancestor wudian summoned the magic compass building. The magic road weather covered 

the starry sky, the white bone lotus blossomed, and the cosmic stars showed themselves. 

 

Ren extraordinary nature is unwilling to show weakness. The sword light in his hand is cold through the 

world. A sword pierces the taboo of dark forbidden sea, implements Changhong and breaks chaos. 

 

The dazzling sword light is sacred and solemn. Anyone with a trace of evil thoughts in his heart dare not 

face it! 

 



Magnanimous and upright! This is Ren extraordinary Avenue. No rules can bind him, and no demons can 

defeat him. 

 

The battle between the strong at the peak is not determined by one move. Now Ren Feifan has dragged 

the devil Zu Wutian. Ye Chen quickly sits cross legged, recuperates and restores strength. 

 

On the other side, the people on Tianxi island have slowly recovered from the shock. 

 

Several supreme elders from Tianxi ancient land presided over the overall situation and cleaned up the 

dilapidated home. 

 

"The damned Lord of reincarnation not only killed the son, but also destroyed our home. This hatred is 

irreconcilable!" 

 

"The home we have built with painstaking efforts for generations has been destroyed by the Lord of 

reincarnation. I'm not willing!!" 

 

The island was full of angry roars of the ancient Tianxi people, and the several supreme elders also 

looked as gloomy as water. 

 

They nodded to each other, then dispersed and summoned a group of people to all parts of the island. 

 

Ye Chen is recuperating at the bottom of the sea thousands of miles away from Tianxi island. 

 

They will never miss this opportunity. 

 

"Lao Zu, please give the ancient array strength. Now Ren Feifan has fallen into a fierce battle with the 

magic ancestor and has no time to take into account others. It is a good opportunity for us to kill the 

Lord of reincarnation." 

 

A supreme elder shouted with hatred. 

 



"Grandpa! Please also activate the ancient array, kill this Liao and protect the reputation of Tianxi 

ancient family for thousands of years! " 

 

The people of Tianxi ancient clan are excited and want to devour Ye Chen alive. 

 

Not long ago, a vague voice came from the forbidden area of Tianxi island. 

 

"Accurate." 

 

At the same time that Tianxi's ancestors agreed, there were rumbling voices in the four directions of 

southeast and northwest of Tianxi island. 

 

The standing plate of the ancient array has been started. 

 

Deep in the forbidden area, the pure and majestic aura poured into the ancient array and awakened the 

whole Tianxi island! 

 

In the abyss of the underwater world, dense array patterns appear, surrounding the whole Tianxi island. 

 

"Nether demon pupil array, open!" 

 

With Tianxi's ancestors drinking, the boundless magic Qi crushed the void and shook the heaven and 

earth. 

 

The two top strongmen in another void naturally perceive the changes on Tianxi island. 

 

Ren extraordinary's corner of the eye cast light below. 

 

"Ren family's destiny, you'd better take care of yourself first!" 

 



The demon ancestor took it with a palm of his hand. The bones were thick and the magic spirit was 

rolling. There was still an ancient Sanskrit sound ringing through the stars and reciting the magic Sutra. 

 

Ren extraordinary is calm and smooth. 

 

"You too." 

 

…… 

 

Without being reminded by others, ye Chen has noticed the difference. 

 

He narrowed his eyes and looked into the distance. 

 

There is a huge magic gas gathering in the sky, covering a large area of the sky. 

 

It turned into a huge eye! 

 

The magic eye seemed to come from the depths of hell, carrying Shura fire. The silent flame burned 

silently, and the temperature was freezing to the extreme. 

 

Time and space are frozen and broken. 

 

At the moment when ye Chen looked up, the magic eye seemed to be spiritual and locked his position. 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and knew that the disaster was coming. 

 

If he guessed right, the island protection array of Tianxi island is one of the legendary nine dark 

forbidden arrays in ancient times: the nether demon pupil array. 

 



The nine dark forbidden arrays were originally the supreme art. Unfortunately, they were acquired by 

the ancient existence in the dark forbidden sea, stained with evil consequences, and evolved into evil 

arrays. 

 

All the places where the Diablo forbidden array appeared were dead. 

 

And the maintenance of the forbidden array needs blood irrigation. I'm afraid many people have 

become the nourishment of the forbidden array. 

 

Tangtang Tianxi ancient people even use Diablo prohibition as a large array to protect the island. 

 

Shameful, hateful! 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, let me Tianxi family to end your reincarnation today! Send you to hell! " 

 

The roar of several supreme elders of Tianxi ancient clan mixed with the evil spirit of the nether demon 

pupil array and instilled it into the forbidden array. The dark breath was steaming and roaring to the 

place where ye Chen was located. 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly. He sacrificed the disaster Sky Sword and waved the sword to build a sky array 

composed of disaster Qi. 

 

"Wish the heavenly star to protect me." 

 

Then he summoned the star of wish, dotted with stars, the Milky way falling and Ruixia dazzling. 

 

Finally, ye Chen took out what he got, the xuanhuang tower of heaven and earth, which is one of the 

seven treasures of Hongjun. 

 

He waved and let go. The whole person was shrouded in the tower and the golden light flowed. 

 



At this time, he knew that he could not carry the nether demon pupil array, but could only take the blow 

with superimposed protection. 

 

The offensive of forbidden art is often only in a moment. If it is carried over, it is the time to kill! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

The magic eye thousands of feet high affects the evil breath hidden in the depths of heaven and earth. 

The magic light burns like an evil god. 

 

The strange rules of the nether demon pupil array also spread the darkness, forming wisps of ghost fire 

and spreading miasma. 

 

The sky array composed of wish sky star and disaster gas will crack inch by inch under the rolling of the 

magic eye surrounded by magic gas. 

 

Wish sky star is one of the most precious treasures of chaos in the thirty-three days. The stars make 

wishes and have infinite meditation power. They can cross the star domain to realize their wishes. 

 

But at present, ye Chen's strength is limited after all. He can't support the forbidden array presided over 

by the three supreme elders of Tianxi ancient family. 

 

Ye Chen in the xuanhuang tower of heaven and earth is biting his teeth and is under great pressure. 

 

The star array and disaster gas broke up and disintegrated in an instant. 

 

The heaven and earth xuanhuang pagoda is one of the seven treasures of Hongjun. Although it is firm 

and unbreakable, the body of the pagoda shakes continuously, which can not stop the invasion of evil 

Qi. 

 

A trace of determination flashed in Ye Chen's eyes. If he wanted to escape from the dilemma today, I'm 

afraid he had to use reincarnation blood! 



 

When reincarnation comes out, who will compete. 

 

The boiling reincarnation blood is the most powerful treasure and the root of Ye Chen's life. 

 

He summoned the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, and the endless dragon shadow of the blood dragon 

gathered in it. A sword flew to the immortal, frosty Kyushu, and the mighty sword spirit rushed to him, 

and all hands and feet were released. 

 

Ren extraordinary's eyes twinkled in the cloud, and he felt bad. 

 

He divided a mind and wanted to return to the lower world to protect Ye Chen, but it was crushed by a 

hand stretched out in the broken void. 

 

The devil Zu has no sky and no expression, blocking Ren extraordinary's way. 

 

"Get out of the way." Any extraordinary sound is like ice. 

 

It was the first time he was angry. 

 

Because he knows how much the current state of Ye Chen's forced use of reincarnation blood will 

backfire on himself. 

 

The stronger the opponent is, the deeper the counterattack will be. If one doesn't do well, it will 

disappear. 
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"I'm glad he's dead." 



 

The magic ancestor Wutian, who was still meditating one second, smiled the next, making people feel 

like a spring breeze. 

 

Moody and unpredictable, which is also in line with the wudian character of the demon ancestor. 

 

Ren Feifan stopped talking nonsense and used his strength to fight. 

 

The real sword breaks the sky, light and cold Kyushu! The sword Qi is vertical and horizontal. The heaven 

and earth curl up and can be broken through the ages. 

 

At this moment, the underwater world thousands of miles away also feels a palpitating vibration. 

 

Devil Zu wudian put away his smile and stood ready. 

 

"Magic compass building, Jiuyou Heavenly Emperor!" 

 

Behind him, the Dharma phase emerged. A ten thousand Zhang demon God with sixteen arms occupied 

the world, just like the emperor who destroyed the world and was extremely cruel. 

 

The universe, star field and chaos are all earthquakes. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen's meridians are burning, blood is boiling, and endless majestic power is rapidly transmitted 

along the meridians. 

 

Longyuan Tianjian also felt the incomparable aura, roared up to the sky and sent out a crisp dragon 

chant. 

 



If you don't become a Buddha, you will become a devil! 

 

The ancient Tianxi people still want to destroy me! It's a joke. 

 

The crazy and heroic idea rose in Ye Chen's heart, so that he did not have half a fear. On the contrary, 

his war intention burned and he was not afraid of life and death. 

 

The ferocious faces of those old people of Tianxi ancient family reflected into Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

The devil's eye has arrived, opening the sky and breaking the earth, shaking the past and the present. 

 

At this critical moment, the clouds in the distance broke, and the clear light fell at the speed of light, 

lying between the magic eye and ye Chen. 

 

Both sides were stabbed by the sudden light and their pupils retracted. 

 

Ye Chen's upcoming reincarnation blood was interrupted by an object in front of him. As the Lord of 

reincarnation, he can naturally control the flow of blood. After a while of strength, he cut off the boiling 

reincarnation blood. 

 

When ye Chen saw what Chu was, he couldn't help being surprised. 

 

That's a big clock! 

 

Black possessed the body, the lines were clear, and the vast Qi suppressed it. Unexpectedly, it forcibly 

suppressed the nether demon pupil array. 

 

In the distance of the deep sky, someone scolded angrily, like thunder, which once stood in the clouds. 

 

"What a Tianxi ancient clan, bullying the few with more and the small with the big. You have thrown the 

faces of the three ancient tribes out of the sky!" 



 

The clouds dispersed, the sky was filled with shadows, and many strong people stood. 

 

The leader is Luo Linsheng, the contemporary patriarch of Luosheng ancient clan. He wears silver armor, 

his eyes are like thunder and is as powerful as the God of war. 

 

Standing side by side with him or flying over the sky were several supreme elders of the luoshenggu 

family, and Luoxi was also among them. 

 

Ye Chen looked at it roughly and thought that Luosheng ancient clan had brought the combat power of 

the whole clan? 

 

It was only when we were close that we noticed the size of the devil's eyes. Tianxi island was the carrier. 

The devil's spirit was swirling around the whole island. The cold eyes made people surrender at the 

moment of contact. 

 

However, the ancient bell was not built. As the supreme magic weapon of the Luosheng ancient family, 

it has amazing weight and infinite power. 

 

Now, the mysterious ancient clock soared more than a thousand times, crossing the vast seabed and 

protecting Ye Chen back more than ten miles. 

 

In the eyes of the devil, the three supreme masters of heaven Xi, who presided over the forbidden array, 

showed displeasure. One of them said sternly, "Luosheng ancient clan? I didn't expect you to dare to 

come out. I really don't give up. Do you forget the humiliation of your defeat in the war between the 

two ethnic groups? " 

 

On hearing this, the people of the luoshenggu nationality don't look very good. 

 

The relationship between their family and the Tianxi ancient family was like water and fire. They fought 

several times. Each time, the Luosheng ancient family didn't take the lead. Last time, they were robbed 

by the Tianxi ancient family. 

 



Elder Luo Xi stood in the air with his hands behind him. He said coldly, "Xi Taiwen, let's calculate the 

gratitude and resentment between us. Ten thousand years ago, you and Xi Taichong used intrigues to 

falsely surrender, but they took away the precious star of our family. I'm going to fix your head. Let Xi 

Taichong roll out and die! " 

 

Rosie's face was dark and angry. 

 

For thousands of years, he has been devastated by the demons in his heart, suffering and nearly 

collapsed. 

 

Now he leaves the customs and goes to the battlefield in person in order to relieve his demons, even if 

he dies in the war. 

 

"Die!" 

 

"Then see who died first!" 

 

The demon boy of the nether world had a murderous intention. He crushed the world and shook the 

universe. Countless black Qi turned into giant palms. He patted the xuanming ancient clock hanging in 

the air. 

 

Bang 

 

In the xuanming Valley, it soared thousands of times under the shock. The emperor's way was steaming 

with great Qi, surrounded by golden light, shaking the ancient and the present. 

 

Although it is not one of the supreme artifacts in the thirty-three days, it is also amazing and detached 

from the secular world. It is placed in the gathering place of the Qi of the Luosheng ancient family all 

year round. The power of the Buddha statue is incomparable. 

 

Taking advantage of the entanglement between the magic eye and the ancient clock, ye Chen retreated 

again, and his eyes turned to the battlefield on the other side of the deep space. 

 



That is the key to determining the direction of the war epidemic. 

 

I wonder if elder Ren can successfully stop the evil ancestor Wutian. 

 

The war between the two ancient tribes entered a white hot stage with the passage of time. After all, 

the xuanming ancient clock was not one of the supreme artifacts of the thirty-three days. There was no 

protection of Qi and rules. At this time, it had fallen into the disadvantage. 

 

The nether devil child array is one of the nine forbidden arrays of the dark. The dark forces are endless 

and become more and more fierce. 

 

Hundreds of strong people of Luosheng ancient family can only support the xuanming ancient clock. 

 

In those days, the Luosheng ancient family also had a startling supreme artifact, but later, the sky 

swallowing beast invaded the ancient family's holy land. In order to resist the powerful empty beasts, 

they had to sacrifice the artifact. 

 

Even so, the ancient Luosheng family can't resist the giant beast's devouring footsteps. 

 

In desperation, he was lucky enough to let extraordinary fight for justice, break the sky with a sword and 

scare away the beast swallowing the sky. 
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This also explains why these old friends of Luosheng ancient people came to help. They knew that ye 

Chen had a long relationship with Ren Feifan and stood firmly on Ren Feifan's side. 

 

Outside the battlefield, ye Chen could not help frowning as he saw the situation of Luosheng ancient 

people becoming more and more difficult. 

 

If it goes on like this, I'm afraid the luoshenggu clan will lose. 



 

Boom! 

 

In the depths of the void, there was a constant sound of startling explosions. 

 

It drives the breaking of the space pattern, the circulation of black holes, and the sudden appearance of 

stars. 

 

Two powerful figures separated one east and one west, like giant, opened up the world, and even the 

cosmic stars did not dare to shine in front of them. 

 

Ye Chen clenched the Longyuan Heavenly Sword in his hand, and his eyes were determined. 

 

The two top players have decided the outcome. 

 

Half empty. 

 

The new wind is hunting, whistling past. 

 

Let extraordinary white win the snow and stand with a negative hand, like a lonely shadow of a cold 

river between heaven and earth. 

 

The evil ancestor has no sky and black clothes. He steps on the black hole vortex like a lotus and looks no 

different. 

 

After a while, it was mo Zu wudian who took the lead in saying, "Ren family's destiny, your strength is 

beyond my expectation. We are tied in this war." 

 

As soon as Ren extraordinary's eyes coagulated, the blood in his pupils flowed and said, "the demon 

ancestor has no heaven. Your body can't adapt to the rules of heaven and earth in the new era. For a 

hundred years at most, you will be forcibly stripped off by the way of heaven, and your strength is less 

than half of today." 



 

Ren Feifan said this is a reminder, but also sympathize with each other. 

 

At their peak level between heaven and earth, they have been arrogant and overlooking all living beings. 

 

It will be the top of the mountain. It's also a lonely invincible when there is no one on the top. 

 

Of course, Ren Feifan knows that the ancient emperor and Ren tiannv are enemies, and there can be no 

hope of coexistence. 

 

He didn't hate devil Zu Wutian, the powerful man of the old times. 

 

Mo Zu smiled with relief: "you're right. The new era opened up by the ancient emperor Yu Huang can't 

accommodate the remaining sins of tianwuxianmen, so I can only look for other containers." 

 

At this point, his eyes crossed thousands of miles of time and space. 

 

Fell on Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen took it lightly, his face was expressionless, and it was very clear in his heart who the devil Zu 

wudian was talking about. 

 

He clenched his fist, his lips pursed slightly, and his eyes were firm. 

 

As the Lord of reincarnation, he will never watch his companions, both teachers and friends, be refined 

into containers. 

 

This doomed him to coexist with the devil. 

 

Mo Zu wudian looked away as if nothing had happened. 



 

"If you and I continue to fight, maybe we can't decide the outcome in ten years. Why don't we see how 

they fight?" 

 

What the devil Zu wudian's eyes pointed to was the battlefield where the two ancient tribes collided 

fiercely. 

 

Ren Feifan frowned slightly. 

 

The Luosheng ancient family has been overwhelmed. The glow of the xuanming ancient bell is broken, 

the Sanskrit sound is weak, and the golden light is dim. 

 

In contrast, in the ancient Tianxi clan, the magic eye forbidden array is at its peak, the sun, moon and 

stars retreat, and all creatures crawl and howl. 

 

The people of luoshenggu family are miserable. 

 

Ren Feifan wants to make a move, but the smile on the corner of Wutian's mouth means that he will 

destroy it. 

 

"It seems that I can only try." 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and was ready to burn the reincarnation blood again. 

 

He is now in a half step Taizhen state. It is reasonable that he can't participate in such a high-standard 

battle. 

 

But Luo Shenggu is to help him. He must not sit idly by. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes appeared the moment of reincarnation array, and suddenly he was stunned. 

 



Because the old man in the body made a sound. 

 

"Little guy, you don't have to work so hard. Someone else will come." 

 

"Who?" Ye Chen asked subconsciously. 

 

Huang Lao smiled with deep meaning. 

 

"Another old friend is coming." 

 

As soon as his voice fell, he saw that a big empty palm appeared out of thin air thousands of miles away 

from Wutian and Ren extraordinary, the Dragon whispered and the tiger roared, the Phoenix flew into 

the sky, and the lion dragon and the ROC reflected each other. 

 

A hundred beasts lead the dance, and heaven and Earth pay homage. 

 

The all encompassing empty palm was impartial and just fell on the magic eye forbidden array. 

 

The two ancient tribes also felt the divine palm. The vision was majestic, the divine light was burning, 

and the auspicious gas filled the starry sky. 

 

"What!" 

 

"No!" 

 

The two sides were surprised by the mighty power contained in the big palm. The big palm was still ten 

thousand meters away from the ground. The land had collapsed for hundreds of miles, the mountains 

and stones were broken, and the trees were broken, leading to volcanic eruption and magma flow. 

 

Such a momentum could not be blocked by the two races alone, so the war situation immediately 

separated. 



 

The empty palm seemed to know human nature. The next moment it stood in the void and stood still. 

 

The vast and majestic voice came from afar and resounded through the sky. 

 

"The three ancient tribes of the dark forbidden sea fought and supported each other. None of them is 

indispensable. Now you two are fighting to death, and I can only stop you." 

 

In the dark forbidden array, in the center of the pupil is Xi Taiwen. 

 

His eyes changed many times and finally turned cruel. 

 

Tianxi ancient people suffered serious trauma. Today, they burn their Qi to form a forbidden array. 

Later, they will flourish and decline. 

 

If we do not take this opportunity to weaken the strength of luoshenggu nationality, we will be in an 

absolute disadvantage in the future struggle. 

 

"It's not up to you to take care of our Tianxi ancient family!" 

 

As soon as Xi Taiwen read this, he drank in a low voice. The other two supreme elders also mobilized the 

remaining power of ancient ancestors and quickly turned along the black blood of the magic eye. 

 

"Netherworld forbidden array: all ghosts travel at night!" 

 

The blood turned into a fierce black awn, such as the roar of evil spirits and the roar of Shura, as if it had 

opened the gate of hell, and hundreds of millions of ghosts roared out, locking the position of the 

ancient Luosheng family. 

 

This is the ultimate killing move of the netherworld forbidden array. Once ghosts and gods come out, 

the world will lose color, and Taoism and Buddhism have to avoid their edge. 



 

The faces of the luoshenggu people changed. 

 

In the distance came a cold hum. 

 

"Hum, I don't know the importance." 

 

Boom! 

 

The stagnant huge empty palm comes again. This time, the golden light is booming, which is bound to 

split the chaos and cut through the starry sky. 

 

The devil Zu Wutian, who watched the fire from the other side, now looked moved. His body remained 

standing still. It seemed that he didn't move. In fact, his real body moved and walked through the void. 

 

He wants to stop the empty palm! 

 

But a sword stopped him. 

 

"The devil has no heaven. What about watching the war? We'd better not participate in the grudges 

among the three ancient tribes. " 

 

Ren Feifan didn't know when the first demon Zu took a step and blocked his way. 

 

The demon Zu's boundless look sank, and he could not break through any extraordinary blockade in a 

short time. 

 

"Ren family's destiny, you and I haven't decided the outcome of this battle, and they are all injured. 

Then go back to seclusion for self-cultivation and fight another day. As for the Tianxi ancient people, 

their luck has not died, even you. " 
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The more the devil said, the less his voice was, and his body also tended to be illusory. 

 

He escaped from time and space and left the boundary. 

 

At the same time, a mighty and majestic voice sounded above the void palm. 

 

"The devil has no heaven. If you leave well, don't blame my three ancient families for tearing up the 

covenant." 

 

Mo Zu wudian closed his eyes, raised his mouth, slightly disdained, and finally dissipated completely. 

 

In the battlefield below, the void palm suppressed the hell Shura gate by virtue of its absolute 

advantage, so that the forbidden array of Tianxi family collapsed and Tianxi Island returned to its original 

position. 

 

The Golden Palm changed its direction and walked towards Tianxi island. On the other side, a heart 

mixed with clouds and mist also fell on Tianxi island. 

 

Deep in the forbidden area of Tianxi Island, streamers also burst into the sky. 

 

It seems that the chiefs of the three ancient tribes gathered together to negotiate. 

 

Ren Feifan holds the long sword and slowly falls beside Ye Chen. He is like a relegated fairy born without 

touching any mortal dust. 

 

"Elder Ren, are you hurt?" 

 



Ye Chen turned and asked. 

 

Ren extraordinary nodded. 

 

"I need to take care of myself. It's not serious. The devil Zu wudian was also hurt. " 

 

Ye Chen did not hide the surprise on his face. Magic ancestor Wutian is a legend second only to the 

feather emperor. He has invincible talent across two times. 

 

How old has Ren Feifan been practicing? Can draw with it and hurt it. 

 

There are only two people with this talent and understanding for thousands of years. 

 

Hongjun ancestors and Wuzu. 

 

Ren Feifan seemed to see through what ye Chen thought. He smiled and then said, "on talent alone, you 

are stronger than me. After all, no one can step into the Wuxu realm. Since ancient times, only two 

people have done it. " 

 

Ye Chen was not surprised that Ren Feifan could see his true realm, but joked: "elder Ren, if I were the 

ancient emperor of the feather emperor or the empress of heaven, I must also want to destroy you. 

Your enemy is terrible." 

 

Ren Feifan lost his smile. He stood with his hands down. His eyes contain all kinds of vicissitudes, but 

they are clear and bright. 

 

"When you reach the top of martial arts and take charge of reincarnation in the future, don't forget to 

resurrect me." 

 

When Ren Feifan said this, he looked far away with deep eyes. 

 



Ye Chen's heart moved. Could it be that elder Ren had pushed something in advance? 

 

Before he thought too much, Ren Feifan took the lead in stepping out. In the far air ahead, an old man 

with white eyebrows, white beard and white clothes appeared. 

 

"Ren family boy, I haven't seen you for many years. I didn't expect that in just a thousand years, you 

have ranked first in the world. It's really frightening for later generations. " 

 

The old man sighed. 

 

Ren Feifan was flattered and responded with a smile: "old XuanZhen joked. I'm just lucky." 

 

Ye Chen followed her and naturally knew the identity of the person in front of her. 

 

It is one of the three ancient families, the ancestor of XuanZhen ancient family. 

 

Previously, I heard that XuanZhen ancient family, one of the three ancient families, is difficult to find and 

mysterious. 

 

Now it seems that this XuanZhen ancient clan should be the strongest of the three. 

 

While ye Chen was thinking, he looked up and found that a look was looking at him. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, how about going to our family for a chat?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated and finally nodded. 

 

Then they exchanged greetings with the people of Luosheng ancient family for a while. After thanking 

them, they followed XuanZhen to tear two empty mirrors and came to a hidden island. 

 



From above, the island is towering and magnificent, which is more magnificent than Tianxi island. 

 

"Here is my XuanZhen family's residence for thousands of years, XuanZhen island." 

 

The periphery of the whole XuanZhen island is full of aura and surrounded by mist. The buildings in the 

island are not dense. Low bungalows can be seen everywhere, most of which are built near mountains 

and rivers. 

 

Towns and markets are located in them. Although people come and go, they are not as noisy as Tianxi 

island. 

 

Patches of farmland are all over the fields, and more farmers are farming in the fields, with coarse 

clothes and simple faces. 

 

Ye Chen took a serious look. The farmer was a strong man in the hundred yoke territory! 

 

The farmer seemed to feel Ye Chen's gaze. When he saw a visitor, he was stunned first, and then 

nodded and smiled. 

 

In addition to him, ye Chen also met many farmers and women who turned the fields and planted 

vegetables. They were all powerful warriors. 

 

After ye Chen stepped into a new realm, the whole person's perception has also undergone earth 

shaking changes. 

 

Although XuanZhen island looks ordinary, there is mystery in it. There is enough aura all over it. Many 

ethnic people don't show mountains and dew on the outside and have strong actual strength. 

 

Throwing away the surface flashiness of prosperity, returning to nature and returning to nature is a 

great realm of cultivation. 

 

It is not only the change of the external environment, but also the improvement of the inner realm. 



 

"We XuanZhen people don't like fighting. We lived behind the scenes thousands of years ago and lived a 

life of farming women weaving. Unexpectedly, we found a new method of cultivation. It's an 

unexpected joy." 

 

XuanZhen explained. 

 

He took them to a deep mountain. The strange bony cliffs were as high as 100 feet, towering into the 

sky without seeing their peaks. 

 

"Here is a collection of the cultivation and Qi of XuanZhen family for many years. Ren family boy can 

help you recover from your injury." 

 

XuanZhen said to Ren Feifan. 

 

Ren Feifan hesitated slightly and didn't shirk it immediately. His injury really needs recuperation. 

 

After waiting for Ren extraordinary to enter the cave on the cliff, the mountain gate was closed. Old 

XuanZhen turned around and said to Ye Chen, "Lord of reincarnation, follow me." 

 

They came to the top of an open mountain. Here is the first of the seven peaks. The magnificent palace 

stands tall. In front of the palace, there is a huge square enough to accommodate tens of thousands of 

people. 
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At the moment, many disciples are practicing in the square. To Ye Chen's curiosity, there are people 

trying to break through the gate of the palace. 

 

The ancient copper and iron gate was as firm as a rock. 

 



Many disciples saluted one after another when they saw XuanZhen, and couldn't help looking at Ye Chen 

more. 

 

"Just step back. This is the Lord of reincarnation. He has great luck and strong strength. I'll let him enter 

the ancestral hall to be tested later. Stop the trial and don't make noise." 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I have something to do. I'll come back as soon as I go. It's hard for you to wait 

here for a moment." 

 

When XuanZhen's father finished, his figure disappeared from the door. It was so fast that even ye Chen 

was stunned. 

 

Why does the old guy run so fast. 

 

Soon he seemed to understand, because the XuanZhen ancient disciples around looked at him with a 

trace of inexplicable hostility. 

 

On XuanZhen's side, someone took the lead in breaking the silence. The visitor was a strong man nearly 

two meters tall. He looked rough, his eyes were like electricity and had strong internal power. 

 

According to Ye Chen's estimation, this person's strength is on the fourth floor of baijiajing. He is 

regarded as the leader of the younger generation. 

 

Facing Ye Chen, he sneered directly: 

 

"Listen to my grandfather saying he's going to take you into the ancestral hall! An outsider is so powerful 

that even our XuanZhen children can't enter. Do you still want to enter? It's a dream. " 

 

"Yes, our young children of XuanZhen family have never broken the first door of the ancestral hall. It's 

really unfair that the old ancestor wanted to bring you in directly." 

 

"I disagree." 



 

“……” 

 

Facing the angry XuanZhen children, ye Chen really can't touch his head. 

 

But what is certain is that there are treasures in the ancestral halls and palaces of XuanZhen ancient 

people! Otherwise, why are these people so angry. 

 

Moreover, he used his mind to check the situation of the ancestral hall, which was blocked by a 

mysterious force and could not peep into it. 

 

"Interesting... The old man actually took me as a shield. I'm afraid the ancestral hall of XuanZhen ancient 

family is a sacred place that many XuanZhen children dream of. He took it as a driving force for 

cultivation. Now, XuanZhen took advantage of his privilege to bring me in. Didn't it seriously stimulate 

others?" 

 

Ye Chen soon knew that at this time, he had been surrounded by a group of XuanZhen ancient clan's 

children and couldn't get away. 

 

Until a word made Ye Chen's eyes move suddenly. 

 

"How can you get the crown of thorns?" 

 

The speaker was a disciple. He was indignant and told ye Chen what to do. 

 

Ye Chen stared at him and quickly opened his mouth: "you said that the thing in the ancestral hall is the 

crown of thorns?" 

 

Someone nearby snorted with disdain. 

 

"Isn't that why you're here?" 



 

Ye Chen was silent, calm on the surface, but confused in his heart. 

 

As far as he knows, the crown of thorns and the formula of mother sword of all things are in the 

xuanhai. How can they fall into the hands of the three ancient families? 

 

Ye Chen stayed out of the matter and didn't care about the noisy voices of these people. 

 

Xia Xuansheng and Ji Siqing, who temporarily live in the wish star, can't stand it. 

 

Ji Siqing shouted to come out for a breath and suffocated in it. 

 

Ye Chen wondered, isn't it still good just now? 

 

Xia Xuansheng said the same thing. Ye Chen had no choice but to let them out. 

 

After Ji Siqing appeared, he was not polite. He directly summoned the rosefinch's divine fire and blocked 

the whole body. The rosefinch's mark between his eyebrows and eyes was burning and ready to go. 

 

The disciples of XuanZhen ancient clan were angry. They drew swords and guns one after another, and 

were at war for a time. 

 

Xia Xuansheng was not afraid of them. He stepped out step by step and clenched the long knife in his 

hand. The unexpected momentum climbed continuously, became clear and transparent, and the 

condensed light of the knife became brighter and brighter. 

 

The others were surprised and suspicious and did not dare to act rashly for the time being. 

 

At the critical moment, someone came out. 

 



"Don't be impatient. As long as you pass through this door, you can see the fragment left by the thorn 

blood sword! It's an ultimate temptation for everyone. " 

 

"We XuanZhen children have been practicing for many years in order to get the understanding of the 

nine heavenly gods. I hope we can understand it." 

 

Behind the crowd, a soft voice sounded slowly. 

 

Hearing this sound, the disciples of XuanZhen ancient clan immediately changed their faces and 

automatically made way for a way. 

 

A tall and handsome young man with a long ice blue sword came. 

 

"Elder martial brother Yu Liang." 

 

"Hello, elder martial brother Xiao!" 

 

"Brother Yu Liang." 

 

Suddenly, a respectful Title sounded. 

 

Xia Xuansheng seemed to think of something. He pushed the knife back to its scabbard, came to Ye Chen 

and said, "master, this man is the Holy Son of XuanZhen ancient family. Xiao Yuliang, who ranks sixth in 

the forbidden list, has never liked fighting. He has always ranked sixth and has never moved forward." 

 

"But I have heard that Xiao Yuliang once fought with Xi Xuantian. The outcome is unknown. After the 

battle, Xi Xuantian went back to seclusion." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 



He could feel that Xiao Yuliang, who was calm and introverted, was not as calm as he appeared. I'm 

afraid his real strength was more than seven days in baijiajing. 

 

The holy sons of the three ancient tribes really deserve their reputation. 

 

Xiao Yuliang is gentle and polite, and bows to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen also took the kindness of the other party, smiled and nodded. 

 

"What did Xiao Shengzi just say about the fragments of thorn Blood Sword? Can you explain one or 

two?" Ye Chen thought and said. 

 

Xiao Yuliang looked a little strange: "you don't know at all?" 

 

Ye Chen was speechless and said, "master Ren extraordinary and I just came back from Tianxi island and 

followed old XuanZhen. He brought me here and said that I had something to do. Then your fellow 

disciples came. " 

 

Xiao Yuliang was obviously shocked. He asked tentatively, "what's your name?" 

 

Ye Chen said casually, "you can call me ye kill heaven, or you can call me the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

As soon as he said this, everyone around him looked moved. 

 

Who is ye Shitian? A ruthless man who broke into the devil's ancestral home alone. 

 

With one's own strength, he picked down wanchenfeng, which ranked third in the forbidden list, and 

reached the top three, which was shocking. 

 

After the true identity of the reincarnation Lord was exposed, he completely broke with the demon 

ancestor Wutian. 



 

Even so, ye Chen still didn't lose. Instead, he entered Tianxi Island, broke the luck of the family, and 

agreed to fight with Xi Xuantian, who ranked second in the forbidden list. 

 

Now, I'm afraid I've won the war and become the second in the forbidden list. 

 

Xi Xuantian, who is as famous as Xiao Yuliang, is a genius of the three ancient tribes and a figure at the 

top of the combat effectiveness tower. 

 

Xiao Yuliang may not be able to win Xi Xuantian. 

 

No wonder Xiao Yuliang's look changed greatly. 

 

Ye Chen quietly watched the change of their attitude, without sorrow or joy. 

 

With his current strength and realm, he doesn't have to worry about these young people, but if they 

don't have eyes, ye Chen doesn't mind giving them some color to see how powerful they are. 

 

Subsequently, Xiao Yuliang carefully explained to Ye Chen. 

 

It turns out that this place is called XuanZhen forbidden area. There is a rare treasure sealed inside. 

 

Fragments of thorn Blood Sword. 
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The thorn Blood Sword evolved from the thorn crown. 

 



As one of the supreme nine heavenly divinities, the power of the crown of thorns is not the most 

powerful. The frightening thing is its change. 

 

The crown made of thorns born in that very distant era, and the wearer will master the killing Qi of 

thorns. 

 

With great power there must come great responsibility. 

 

The crown of thorns can be turned into a sword and a knife. It can also trigger visions of heaven and 

earth, form a map of mountains and rivers, and suppress eternity. 

 

Endless changes and visions. 

 

This is the power of the crown of thorns. 

 

At that time, a battle between ancient powers took place in the chaotic depths of the dark forbidden 

sea, and a fragment of thorn blood sword fell down. 

 

The fragment evolved from the divine law, broke away from the control of time and space, and sank into 

the seabed near XuanZhen Island, which also brought sufficient aura and made XuanZhen Island 

produce many spirit objects. 

 

When the XuanZhen ancient people moved here, they took a fancy to this geomantic treasure land. 

 

For a long time, the ancestors of XuanZhen ancient family used various methods to move the thorn 

blood sword fragment imprisoned at the bottom of the sea to XuanZhen island. 

 

This fragment contains all kinds of things, cosmic jurisprudence and infinite charm. It is said that as long 

as you can resonate with the fragment, you can get the news of thorn Blood Sword. 

 

The thorn Blood Sword is part of the crown of thorns. 

 



The ancestors of XuanZhen family saw the wonderful use here and wanted to forcibly communicate with 

the fragments of thorn Blood Sword. 

 

Unexpectedly, it was strongly resisted by the fragments and tried many times. Only people below the 

eighth floor of Baijia territory could contact it, and then they were at peace. 

 

Therefore, the former XuanZhen family formulated a challenge rule for future generations: as long as 

someone can break the gate of the ancestral hall and enter it to meet the fragments of thorns and Blood 

Sword, he can become a contemporary saint. 

 

At this point, Xiao Yuliang's tone was slightly lost. 

 

The words have come to this point. Needless to say, ye Chen must be able to understand. 

 

Besides the crown of thorns, the resonance of thorn fragments brings benefits, as well as the way to 

enter the xuanhai sea. 

 

In addition, the mother sword formula of all things is also in the xuanhai. 

 

Kill two birds with one stone, nothing more than that! 

 

Unfortunately, Xiao Yuliang himself broke the threshold limit, but failed to get the response of the 

crown of thorns. 

 

For a hundred years, he was the only one in the XuanZhen ancient family who could enter and leave the 

ancestral hall freely, and never awakened the spiritual consciousness of fragments. 

 

Xiao Yuliang is as gentle as jade. He knows what his ancestors meant. 

 

Apart from testing the strength of the Lord of reincarnation, it is more important to find an opportunity 

to awaken fragments. 

 



After knowing the cause and effect here, ye Chen heard a cough in his ear. 

 

"Cough... Lord of reincarnation, if you have nothing to do, you can also try to break the taboo of this 

ancestral temple." 

 

This voice belongs to XuanZhen's father. I'm afraid he has been paying attention to Ye Chen since he 

went in. He didn't stand up and ask questions tentatively until Xiao Yuliang explained everything. 

 

Ye Chen can't understand the idea of XuanZhen's ancestor. 

 

Did he give himself the benefit or did he want to rely on him to get the crown of thorns. 

 

Anyway, try it first! 

 

Ye Chen closed her eyes and the bright red font came out of her mind. 

 

Rows of bright red flags fluttered in the wind, hunting in the new wind and rolling up thousands of 

waves. 

 

"Dou Zi Jue." 

 

Around Ye Chen, within ten miles, the aura fluctuated violently, and the domineering and powerful 

forces gathered together, showing their sharpness and sharpness. 

 

The fighting spirit of the materialized form is pulled out from the spiritual Yun all over the sky, and it is 

colorful and gorgeous for a time, running through Changhong. 

 

"Broken!" 

 

Ye Chen shouted loudly, and the fighting spirit all over the sky got the order of attack. They turned into 

explosive sword Qi one after another, and rushed to the gate of the ancestral hall decisively. 



 

Ye Chen used 70% of his strength. 

 

The majestic wave was as vast as a mountain and hit the gate of the ancestral hall. 

 

There was a slight crack on the gate of the ancestral hall. 

 

Everyone was stunned. 

 

They surrounded and killed the gate for many years and didn't hurt it. When ye Chen came, he didn't 

use the final means, but he still had some strength. 

 

Thanks to them, they just laughed at Ye Chen's strength at the peak of the real world. 

 

Now it seems that how careless I said at the beginning, how painful my face is now. 

 

Xiao Yuliang nodded secretly, but he was amazed. 

 

Even he took hundreds of years to open the first crack in the gate. 

 

Everything is difficult at the beginning. Break through the array, know the law, return to nature, one and 

again, three and easy. 

 

All things in life extend a little. 

 

The truth of the road is very simple! 

 

Sure enough, as Xiao Yuliang expected, the next ye Chen increased the power of fighting word decision 

again, hitting the fighting spirit at the gate of the ancestral hall wave after wave, magnificent and 

magnificent. 



 

Click. 

 

Finally, the crack on the door spread like a spider's web. It could no longer bear the heavy pressure all 

over the sky and disintegrated in an instant. 

 

It was dusty, hazy and mysterious. Although people outside scrambled to look, they could not spy on the 

scene inside. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated, his hands were behind him, held his head high, and walked into the door. 

 

Xiao Yuliang's inquiry came from behind. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, can I enter with you?" 

 

Ye Chen's footsteps paused. 

 

"This is your territory, of course." 

 

After his figure disappeared, the gate condensed again in the empty place. 

 

Everyone has a door, can not be opportunistic, can only rely on strength to break it! 

 

The door of Xiao Yuliang opened wide to him. 

 

He couldn't wait to follow. 

 

…… 

 



At the same time, ye Chen went inside. The hazy fog didn't completely dissipate, but it really existed. 

 

He reached out and grabbed a substantial spiritual instrument, which was extracted and twisted in the 

palm of his hand. 

 

The charm of heaven and earth here is not simple. 

 

Ye Chen felt it for a long time and gave such an evaluation. 

 

He didn't move on until footsteps came from behind. He just stopped for a moment to wait for Xiao 

Yuliang. 

 

Since it is the strength of others to find the place of this fragment, it is also necessary to let others eat 

some sweets. 

 

Moreover, ye Chen knows that the geniuses of the three ancient tribes have bad temper, while Xiao 

Yuliang is a little special, which is worthy of his treatment. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, can you find the abnormality in this?" Xiao Yuliang looked around and asked 

solemnly. 

 

"You don't have to call me Lord of reincarnation. Just call me by my name." 

 

Ye Chen smiled. 

 

Logically speaking, without XuanZhen ancient clan, he and Ren extraordinary could not escape from 

danger so easily. 

 

Since you and the other party belong to an alliance at present, you should be polite. 

 



"Brother Ye Chen, it's better to obey orders than respect." Seeing this, Xiao Yuliang didn't shirk, and said 

again, "this is the fifth time I've come in. I've looked here all over, and I haven't found the shadow of 

fragments." 

 

"Over the years, our family has been putting natural materials, earth treasures and artifact magic 

weapons into this space. I don't know why the fragments have no response." 

 

Xiao Yuliang seemed helpless. 
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Ye Chen looked around carefully and found that the XuanZhen ancient clan was indeed a powerful 

ethnic group. All kinds of rare items thrown into it were enough to support the details of a sect in the 

dark forbidden sea. 

 

"As you say, that fragment should have produced its own intelligence." 

 

Xiao Yuliang was stunned. 

 

"An ordinary fragment, even if it comes from the nine heavenly gods, won't need the support of natural 

materials and earth treasures for a long time. It's not your problem that you can't find him, but that he 

hides from you." 

 

Ye Chen said his guess in a positive tone. 

 

Xiao Yuliang opened his mouth and did not deny it. His eyes were full of admiration. 

 

In fact, both the ancestors and the supreme elders of the clan speculated that the left fragments of this 

thorn Blood Sword gave birth to a unique wisdom under the nourishment of countless auras. 

 

What he admires is Ye Chen's perception. 



 

Ye Chen summoned Longyuan Heavenly Sword and communicated with the blood dragon in the sword. 

 

"Blood dragon, you've been in the sky sword for a long time. You should tell something more than me. 

Can you feel the abnormality in it?" 

 

The blood dragon was silent for a long time. Suddenly, he said, "there is a unique space here. All the 

treasures have left the same mark. It must be made by conscious creatures." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated and nodded. 

 

The blood dragon had a great chance. It had refined the most precious treasure of the thirty-three days 

Hongmeng, mastered the thirty-three days Hongmeng method, and even accepted many amazing 

dragon inheritance. Coupled with the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, it must be very familiar with the smell 

of the supreme artifact and the nine days divine art. 

 

Xiao Yuliang saw Ye Chen take out the Longyuan Heavenly Sword and quietly said, "brother Ye Chen, is 

there any danger?" 

 

"Be careful." Ye Chen replied with a voice. He always felt that there were two eyes in the dark. 

 

Xiao Yuliang looked awe inspiring. 

 

One by one, they entered a dense forest with lush vegetation. 

 

Ancient trees are towering and vast. All kinds of rare Lingbao medicinal materials can be seen 

everywhere, filling this ancient forest. 

 

Looking into the distance, the sky curtain and the top peaks are hidden in the clouds, towering and 

magnificent. 

 

The great rivers cross vertically and horizontally, dividing the boundless ancient forest into two. 



 

Ye Chen and Xiao Yuliang went to the river and stopped. For a long time, Xiao Yuliang sighed. 

 

"This fragment is indeed the birth of wisdom. I haven't seen such a prosperous scene since I last came." 

 

Ye Chen stared at the clear river, and a trace of samsara and ancient lines appeared in the depths of her 

pupils. 

 

He wanted to try to look at the cause and effect on the river. 

 

He can't see through the river! 

 

So I used a trace of reincarnation blood to find out. 

 

With the reincarnation holy soul day and the strength of reincarnation blood, ye Chen has been able to 

call a trace of the power of reincarnation blood. 

 

Once the eyes turned, the lines bloomed, and instantly penetrated the Pentium river. 

 

The huge dark eyes and ye Chen looked at each other. 

 

In a moment, the waves on the river surface fluctuated and set off rough waves, and the water waves in 

the riverbed gathered frantically in one direction. 

 

Boom! 

 

The earth broke and the mountains shook. The huge mountain peaks thousands of miles away seemed 

to live. It was like Pangu giant broke free from the shackles of the earth, waved his arms and rolled here. 

 

That guy did it! 



 

As soon as ye Chen's eyes congealed, he brushed his luck and fled to the sky. In his hand, the dragon 

Yuan Heavenly Sword erupted into a bright divine light. His fingers were free and immortal. 

 

The crisp and high sound of the dragon's chant spreads all over the world, shaking the heavens and 

shaking the universe. The killing Qi is unmatched. 

 

After ye Chen has a better understanding of shuistop's sword, the exertion of kendo, even if he doesn't 

exert shuistop's sword, will make his sword have infinite artistic conception. 

 

This sword cuts off the flow of water. 

 

This sword cleaves the mountain. 

 

This sword splits all illusions in half. 

 

Countless mountain peaks collapsed, land collapsed, rivers stopped flowing, and many natural materials 

and treasures with sufficient aura were destroyed. 

 

At the bottom of the river, there seemed to be angry curses. 

 

"Damn it! blamed! Dare to destroy my treasure. " 

 

Ye Chen stopped all the attacks with the power of a sword. Xiao Yuliang flashed in his eyes and quickly 

shuttled to the bottom of the river. 

 

There was a man in black who was shouting at the sky. 

 

Seeing Xiao Yuliang coming, he didn't run away, but sneered. 

 



"I let you go the first four times. I didn't expect you to come in and die this time. Then you can be my 

nourishment with him! With the aura of you two, my strength is expected to mature in advance to break 

the prohibition of emptiness. " 

 

The man in black pulled up the corners of his mouth, revealing his hidden sharp teeth. 

 

Xiao Yuliang was sure that the evil guy in front of him was the thorn blood sword fragment that their 

XuanZhen family had supported for many years. 

 

Now it seems that years of cultivation really fell short. 

 

"No matter what you plan, I won't let you succeed." 

 

Xiao Yuliang's face was as cold as ice. When he stepped on it, the land under his feet burst and spread. 

Two powerful gas engines meandered and sprang out in one leap, killing extraordinary people! 

 

"XuanZhen ancient art, Emperor stepping on mountains and rivers!" 

 

The man in black snorted coldly and retreated back without haste. Clumps of thorns and blood bloomed 

in the way. 

 

The ancient magic aura exhibited by Xiao Yuliang was swallowed up by the thorns and blood flowers. 

 

"What?" 

 

Xiao Yuliang was surprised and suppressed again. 

 

"XuanZhen ancient art, a snare of heaven and earth." 

 

He bent his knees and slapped the ground hard. 



 

Within ten kilometers of the diameter centered on him, something is growing wildly in the depths of the 

ground cracks, and the momentum is irresistible. 
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The man in black frowned at this. 

 

Deep underground, green vines dozens of feet high grow savagely, one by one. In a short period of time, 

they are all over the wilderness at the bottom of the river, entangled with each other, breaking the river 

waves and straight into the sky! 

 

"It's useless. Do you still want to stop me in my field? It's wishful thinking. " 

 

The man in black took out something like a stick and a flute. He blew one breath into the stick. 

 

The stick trembled violently, and then differentiated into strong monsters with green faces and tusks. 

 

The monster with green face and tusks moved around and bit the vines all over the sky. 

 

The injuries brought by these sharp teeth were eaten back by Xiao Yuliang! 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Xiao Yuliang was so angry when he saw that another ancient art was broken. 

 

The man in black looked up and laughed and said, "for so many years, I have studied the ancient skills of 

your XuanZhen ancient family. If I let the elders of your family show them, I still have some scruples. As 

for young people like you, I can't let me do my best." 



 

Xiao Yuliang's face was already iron green. He just focused on the opposite side. He didn't expect to be 

bitten by thorns and blood flowers. 

 

The powerful toxin was transmitted from the leg to the upper body, and one of his legs was completely 

numb. 

 

He is a strong person in Baijia territory. The general toxin can't have a certain impact on him for a long 

time, let alone paralyze the whole leg. 

 

Damn it! Careless! 

 

Xiao Yuliang couldn't help scolding. 

 

The man in black enjoyed: "thank you for your worship of XuanZhen ancient people for many years, so 

that I can have the opportunity to escape here and swallow you, and I will be free from now on!" 

 

The man in black turned into a fierce ancient beast and opened his fangs. He was quite powerful and 

powerful for nine days. 

 

Xiao Yuliang clenched his teeth and planned to make the last fight. 

 

However, the next moment. 

 

A sword like water and shining like the sun. The sword light that lights up every dark corner roars and 

cuts, enveloping the ferocious ancient beast in one fell swoop. 

 

At the same time, the voice of indifference came like a judgment. 

 

"I don't care about your efforts." 

 



Rolling the world, the invincible sword light retreated and scattered, revealing a body with injuries. 

 

The man in black lay on the ground, dying, with a look of fear on his face. 

 

"You... You are not from XuanZhen ancient family..." 

 

On the other side, ye Chen came to Xiao Yuliang. With a flick of his finger, the eight trigrams Tiandan and 

Tianxian Koi dispersed the toxins attached to Xiao Yuliang's body and made him recover. 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, thank you very much. If you hadn't saved me, I'm afraid I would have been hurt by his 

Yin move. " 

 

Xiao Yuliang thanked sincerely and felt ashamed at the same time. 

 

In the face of the man in black who was fragmented by the blood of thorns, he didn't get the upper 

hand. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "don't lose heart. He has been in XuanZhen island for tens of thousands of 

years and already knows everything about you. The means he can use can only aim at the martial arts of 

your family." 

 

Xiao Yuliang thought so. 

 

In the battle just now, he was suppressed everywhere by the other party, as if he had already calculated 

it. 

 

On the contrary, in the face of Ye Chen's sword against the sky, the man in black appears helpless. 

 

"It's naive of you to try to defeat me with the help of those two means outside." 

 

Ye Chen took the Longyuan Heavenly Sword and walked to the man in black. 



 

"Go ahead and tell me the whereabouts of the crown of thorns." 

 

The man in black stammered twice. Seeing the cold light of Longyuan Tianjian, he couldn't help lowering 

his head. 

 

At this moment, he can only choose to give in. 

 

"OK, I said. I can't remember how many years ago, when my master was traveling in the universe, he 

met a dragon. The Dragon found his master's thorny crown and shouted to grab it. He said that the 

Dragon chair in the palace was just short of decorations. Of course, my master disagreed. He became 

angry. They fought and exploded four or five star regions, from desolation to chaos. Finally, the Dragon 

broke half of its horn, I'm just a spiritual sense attached to the thorn Blood Sword when it appeared, and 

fell into the void with the fragments... " 

 

"Well, next I want to talk about what I experienced 500000 years ago..." 

 

His words were speechless, because ye Chen's sword hit his throat. 

 

"Why don't you start with Hongjun's father who knew Jianjia fairy." Ye Chen frowned. 

 

The man in black thought for a long time, and then said, "it's not impossible. I once followed my master 

to drink tea with Hongjun Laozu. At that time, he was still a lengtouqing..." 

 

Xiao Yuliang pulled at the corners of his mouth and was ashamed of it. 

 

Even ye Chen is covered with black lines. 

 

He resisted the urge to scold and asked directly, "do you know where the crown of thorns is?" 

 

The man in black hesitated for a moment: "you know, I can feel it in this field, but I have been separated 

from the noumenon for a long time and can't find a specific trace." 



 

Ye Chen smiled and asked, "really?" 

 

"Well, of course..." 

 

Brush. 

 

Ye Chen cut off one arm of the man in black with a quick thunder. 

 

The veins on the forehead of the man in black burst. Obviously, he had not had time to cut off the nerve, 

and the pain spread to his brain. 

 

"Do you remember now?" 

 

Ye Chen asked again. 

 

The man in black looked into Ye Chen's eyes with more fear. 

 

"I..." 

 

"If you really don't remember, it doesn't matter. I have a blood vein named ancient poison God vein. I'm 

not afraid of ten thousand poisons, but it's more terrible than ten thousand poisons. I condense a trace 

into your body to ensure all your senses and let ten thousand poisons eat you." 

 

"If you are not satisfied, there are thunder waiting, wild demons accompanying, rosefinch burning..." 

 

The man in black was stunned and his expression was extremely ferocious. He could see that the guy in 

front of him would really do so, so he shouted, "stop, stop, I say!" 

 

He gasped heavily, obviously frightened by the means Ye Chen said. 



 

"The crown of thorns is in the xuanhai sea." The man in Black said, "I can't take you to find its specific 

location, but I can use my echo with the noumenon to help you open the gap of xuanhai. The rest 

depends on you." 

 

Ye Chen nodded with satisfaction. 

 

"Well, you don't have to die." 

 

The man in black breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

With a wave of Ye Chen's big hand, the man in black had no choice but to turn into the original shape 

and change back to a blade fragment wrapped in blood. 

 

Then they walked out of the space. Before they left, Xiao Yuliang searched the space for all the natural 

materials, earth treasures and panacea, and saw the fragments of the Blood Sword trembling. 

 

Ye Chen smiled but didn't speak. He had already touched the weakness of the fragments of the blood 

sword. 

 

Greedy for life and afraid of death, just want to have fun and enjoy. 

 

Different from the spirits born in the pool of blood, the comfortable environment for thousands of years 

has already worn away the blood of the fragments of the blood sword. 

 

Including killing two people is only one of his decisions to escape here with countless treasures and go 

unpunished. 
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Think of the mysterious and yellow tower old man who hung in the deep ground at the beginning. He 

was insidious and cruel. He didn't give in before he died. 

 

In this contrast, the higher the lower the judge. 

 

After the two came out, the debris space in the ancestral hall also collapsed. 

 

Father XuanZhen had already been waiting outside. He was shocked to see this scene. 

 

Xiao Yuliang came forward and reported what had happened in the debris space truthfully. 

 

The more XuanZhen listened, the more strange he looked. 

 

Finally, he smiled with relief. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you are related to the fragment of this thorn Blood Sword. Today, I XuanZhen 

family gave it to you. It's OK to get back the Lingbao from this guy." 

 

It seems that he pushed the boat along the river and sent a favor. 

 

In fact, he has deduced the secret of heaven. He sensed that ye Chen is the chosen son of heaven. 

 

All causes and effects have a cycle. The ancestor XuanZhen planted causes today and will have fruits in 

the future. 

 

Maybe in the future, our XuanZhen family will also have to rely on the protection of the reincarnation 

ancestors. 

 

XuanZhen thought. 

 



"Then thank you, Lao Zu. I've written down this kindness." 

 

Ye Chen said solemnly. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, below, above the square. 

 

The XuanZhen children who originally ridiculed Ye Chen were envious. 

 

No wonder the Lord of reincarnation doesn't care with them. It's not at the same level at all. 

 

While chatting, a flash of light flashed in the distance. The next moment, a figure in white ascended the 

hall. 

 

Ren Feifan has passed the customs. 

 

Ye Chen was delighted and hurried forward. 

 

Who knows, Ren's extraordinary look is a little dignified. 

 

"Ye Chen, it's not suitable to stay here for a long time. We should start as soon as possible." 

 

Ye Chen had never seen Ren extraordinary's expression so serious. He immediately asked, "elder Ren, 

what happened?" 

 

Father XuanZhen also came silently. 

 

Ren Feifan looked at them and said, "the world has changed. I feel that before long, the Jiuding leading 

to the bottom will awaken again." 



 

Hearing the speech, ye Chen's face changed wildly. 

 

Father XuanZhen also looked ugly. 

 

The nine tripods are opened and the feather emperor comes in person. 

 

At that time, I'm afraid it will be a disaster for the whole dark forbidden sea and the inner earth. 

 

Neither the three ancient tribes nor the old league can escape! 

 

All heaven and all worlds are afraid of the power of the feather emperor. 

 

In the first World War of geocentric region, the ancient emperor Yu Huangdi landed two Jiuding arrays, 

deterring countless people in the world, starting a prairie fire and killing people. 

 

Fortunately, Ren extraordinary shot, a sword broke the sky and destroyed part of the Jiuding array, 

which prevented the earth center from becoming a puppet land. 

 

But that's just a delaying measure. It's only a matter of time to reshape the Jiuding with the strength of 

the feather emperor. 

 

Now he's here again. 

 

Father XuanZhen led his people to live in seclusion in this quiet place and heard about things outside. 

 

Although the devil Zu wudian cultivates the devil's way and has a capricious character, he retains a trace 

of human nature after all. 

 

Moreover, the dark forbidden sea is also his only shelter and will not easily break the balance here. 



 

On the contrary, the ancient emperor Yu Huang is the ruler of the supreme world. If he had not been 

bound by the rules of heaven, he would have unified for three days and took charge of the world. 

 

In the eyes of the Jade Emperor, everything is only available chess pieces. 

 

The so-called human nature has long been handed over to heaven, and what the feather emperor now 

carries is the shackles of the real world. 

 

"If so, the dark forbidden sea cannot escape." XuanZhen looked dignified and said. 

 

The nine tripods array sweeps the world. When the tripod is completed, the feather emperor will come. 

All creatures will be put in eternal chains and belong to the rule of the ruins. 

 

Ren extraordinary's eyes were calm and looked at Ye Chen. 

 

Earlier, he said that the key to breaking the arrival of Jiuding array lies in Ye Chen! 

 

The heavenly beads of lingxu and the formula of array words on Ye Chen are the top priority of Jiuding 

array. 

 

"The third tripod of Jiuding array will take shape in half a month at most." 

 

Ren extraordinary said. 

 

Ye Chen frowned and asked why. 

 

At the beginning, the two Jiuding arrays were destroyed by Ren extraordinary's hand. It won't be long 

before they will be reunited. 

 



"I don't know what method the feather emperor used to repair the two nine tripods. As long as the third 

tripod comes successfully and locks the aura of heaven and earth, the fragments of the first two tripods 

can be extracted from the chaotic void for a short time. The three connections among the nine tripods 

will be stronger than before." 

 

In Ren extraordinary's eyes, time flows. He has been closed in the cave for three days. In fact, three 

thousand years have passed. 

 

As time flies, Ren extraordinary's eyes become more and more profound and mysterious, as if he can 

see through everything and reach the past and future. 

 

He opened his mouth and said, "Ye Chen, I'm afraid I shouldn't do it this time. You need to go to the 

inner earth to solve the crisis." 

 

"Also, the reincarnation map of martial arts on you must be used as soon as possible. This opportunity is 

extremely important." 

 

"It's very important for you to break through the Taizhen realm. I vaguely feel that the Wuxu realm you 

step into has a special connection with the reincarnation map of Wudao." 

 

"So while dealing with the nine tripods, you also want to find a way to completely use the reincarnation 

map of martial arts." 

 

Ye Chen was a little surprised. Ren Feifan even mentioned the reincarnation map of martial arts at this 

juncture. 

 

Ye Chen has been waiting for something since he got it in the lost space-time. 

 

However, the reincarnation map of martial arts didn't remind himself for a long time, and even the jade 

pendant of Yuqing Yin didn't move. 

 

He knew it wasn't time yet. 

 



However, leaving aside the reincarnation map of martial arts, Ren Feifan is very grateful that he can help 

himself suppress Tianxi ancient people this time. 

 

After all, now Ren Feifan is in the critical period of breakthrough and has suffered some injuries in the 

war with magic ancestor Wutian, so he should not be contaminated with more cause and effect. 


